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To Monitor and Educate Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics and
Help Next Generation Human to Solve Complex Problems and Overcome
Complex Challenges by ShortSearch Constructive Change Mathematical
Model

ShortSearch Ethical AI Overview:
Today AI has become a real-world application technology and part of the fabric of modern life.
ShortSearch believes AI can deliver great benefits for economies and society, and support
decision-making. However, the benefits will not be realized without AI Ethical layer, which
includes consideration of how its development and usage should be governed. The AI is a
powerful, multi-purpose technology with the potential to transform humanity and Mother Earth
in the positive or negative direction depends on how it is developed or used based on
ShortSearch 14 Layers Ethical AI Framework Model. In this paper we are introducing the
Constructive Change based on ShortSearch positive 7 layers of Human Evolution and negative
7 layers (0 to -6) of Subhuman Devolution for AI Ethical Layer as Education and Coaching
System in the AI layered architecture model.

Please Don't move behind me, I'm not leading because don’t have answer to all
questions. Please don't move in front of me, I don't follow unless you will Shine
[4][5] a light to guide me in the darkness. Just walk beside me I will become your
Ladder Bridge then together we Shine [4][5] our light for others to follow. This is
how we might find solutions to overcome our challenges as part of the team with
legacy to serve mother earth rights interest as busy honeybees for future
generations and other beautiful species.
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change
something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”

― R. Buckminster Fuller

“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change” Prof. Stephen Hawking
Darwin famously said it's not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent.
“It's the one that is most adaptable to change.”

“The Secret of Change Is to Focus All of Your Energy, Not on Fighting the
Old, But on Building the New” Socrates (470 – 399 BC) Renowned as one of the most
exceptional intellectual philosophers to have ever walked Mother Earth

Unfortuantely great majority of 7.8 million people of world average total score points for
ShortSearch 7 Layers Human Evolution currently very low and 7 Layes of Devolution Points are
very high based on ShortSearch Test Cases and evaluation of 1000 well educated people. This
might be considered as the root causes of many problems for Mother Earth and if we cannot
improve this result drastically in next 10 years by using AI Ethical Educational & Personal AI

Coaching system for all ages, life on earth might not survive in next 100 years . The AI Coaching
Artificial Intelligence system based on ShortSearch Ethical 14 layers.
As former employee of Intel Dr. Andy Grove, Intel's co-founder, educated us regarding a
strategic inflection point as "an event that changes the way we think and act." Inflection points
can be a result of action taken by a company, or through actions taken by another entity, that has
a direct impact on the company.

ShortSearch Innovations Lab 14 Layers Ethical AI Framework
Model

Above layered model for AI governance is by Harvard university scholars [1]. The interacting
layers (which sit between society and AI applications) are social and legal; ethical; and technical
foundations that support the ethical and social layers. In this paper our focus AI Ethical Layer
based on Mother Earth Rights for education and coaching Constructive Lifestyle Change.
Today major private global platforms, such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft and
others use AI based filtering algorithms to control access to information and targeting customers.
Currently there is no agreed rules, transparency, accountability for the AI ecosystem, and our
elected officials, governments, educators, schools, and parents don’t have much visibility
regarding what is going on in the current Semi-anarchy of AI world and Internet without agreed
ethical international standards and governance.
James Madison “If Men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to
govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing
a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you
must first enable the government to control the governed; and the next place, oblige it to control
itself.”
Is James Madison statement true about AI ethical governance? Do we want AI Ethical Layer and
governance? Who is the owner of Mother Earth? Who is the owner of Air, Water and soil? Who
is the owner of data? Are all of people humans or Angels? Are subject experts’ human planning
to define new rules? …

What Is Universal Code of Ethics for Artificial Intelligence
Based on Mother Earth Rights?
ShortSearch AI Mother Earth Code of Ethics Criteria &
Principles are Based on Mankind 3000 Years History of
Good, Bad and Evil [words, thoughts and deeds].
Innovative ShortSearch 14 layers Model Framework AI Constructive Change Tool Solutions to
transition from Subhuman / Inhuman to Human & Mother Earth and then into practical measures
that can be implemented by organizations deploying responsible AI solutions at scale to help
great majority of humanity who might want to navigate constructive change path and become
better species for Mother Earth. Based on our research constructive lifestyle change is very
difficult for great majority (over 95% of people in the world) therefore ShortSearch AI
Constructive Change Tool Solutions based on 14 layers might be considered as best solution for
next 10 years. We believe ShortSearch innovative AI Constructive Change Tool Solutions might
be helpful to guide people to prevent them from downward spirals transition to Evil
Inhuman/Subhuman Cancerous or Virus layers of devolution.

Unfortunately today the percentage of people of the world that might operate at higher layers of
Human Evolution and with high code of ethics might be less than 5 % of total world population,
and this might be the root causes of many problems that we are facing today and the existential
threats to all species in Mother Earth for next 100 years.

What is our Ethical AI Framework 7 Layers Human Evolution and 7 Subhuman Layers
Devolution Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection Point?
Constructive Human Layer 7 Evolution and Beyond? Immortal Superhuman

Constructive Human Layer 6 Evolution? Respect for Mother Earth Rights
Constructive Human Layer 5 Evolution? Respect Animal Rights & Actions
Constructive Human Layer 4 Evolution? Respect Human Rights & Actions
Constructive Human Layer 3 Evolution? All branches of science and art subject experts

Constructive Human Layer 2 Evolution? Constructive Secular &Agnostic
Constructive Human Layer 1 Evolution? Constructive Religions.
Destructive Subhuman Layer (0) Devolution?
Human Activities Deforestation, Environment Damage, Water. Air and Soil
Pollution. Climate Change, Nuclear Waste, Herbicides and Pesticides with
Irreversible damage attributes .. Greed, and Evil Devolution
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-1) Devolution?
Prolicide, Mass Killing of Species or Slaughter of Animals pushing them
towards extinction ...Greed, and Evil Devolution
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-2) Devolution
Factory Farms: Hell on Earth
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-3) Devolution
Cruelty to Animals and Toture
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-4) Devolution?
Violent Backward Cultural and Religious Believe System Against Women and other
Genders Evil Devolution?
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-5) Devolution Characteristics and
Behaviors?
Genocide Virus Evil Devolution Before UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(10 December 1948) World War I, World War II & Past 2500 Years?
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6) Devolution Characteristics and
Behaviors?
Genocide Virus Evil Devolution by destructive Ideologies and Religions of Terror
/Torture Masters, Hostage Takers After UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(10 December 1948)?

Since brain stores most of the information in short-term memory for about one minute and its

capacity is limited to about 7 items, then 7 layers Model could be easily understandable for great
majority of Human.
As a Constructive Change Architect for Next Generation ShortSearch AI Framework to simulate
Human mindset based on Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics Rules to
delay or reverse existential threats by mankind irrational decisions in next 100 years. We need to
simplify the complex human mindsets (rational or irrational) decision making process that is
evolved in past 3000 years to what it is today. If we want Artificial Intelligence to become
rational Constructive Change and better monitoring and education and coaching tool to
overcome extreme change challenges, then historical understanding of Mankind mindset critical.
Rational Constructive Change AI Machine navigate and educate human, next generation of
human to the highest level of evolutionary universal code of ethics and stop working if and when
ShortSearch AI detect irrational, greedy, and violent human mindset who is not respecting and
following Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics. Based on Human History in past 3000
years I have divided Human evolutionary thought process to 7 Human layers Model and 7
Subhuman layers Model.
Based on your own research and observation if your answer to following questions are YES then
you are part of our ShortSearch Transformative Change collaborative team under distributed
leadership model advocating lifestyle change for yourself and supporting others to change.
1- Are you Concerned about Climate Change and Pollution?
2- Is Mother Earth a living being?
3- Is Mother Earth and all beings of which she is composed have the following inherent
rights: (a) the right to life and to exist; (b) the right to be respected?
4- Do you agree with UN scientists that only 11 Years Left to Prevent Irreversible
Damage from Climate Change?
5- Are climate change and pollution existential threats to humanity and Mother
Earth?
6- Since no governments in the world have any Magical solution to many challenging past
100 years complex problems of Climate Change, Cancer, Brain & Heart Diseases,
Human Rights, Women Rights, Animal Rights, Gender Equality, Gender-based violence,
past and future Genocide and Holocaust … Are you ready to start from yourself by
first step of Lifestyle Change, try your best based on your own limited resources,
free time and help others who are facing challenging problems?
What is ShortSearch Constructive Lifestyle Change in Next 10 years by the people who are
not waiting for any Governments Magical solution in the world?
Lifestyle Changes to healthy Organic Whole-Food Plant-based are a process that take time and
require support. Once you're ready to make a change, the difficult part is committing and

following through. So please do your research and make a plan that will prepare you for success,
please don’t expect quick result from changing, in some cases you might need to wait for at least
6 months before you may notice big difference. Careful planning means setting small goals and
taking things one step at a time.
Why is it so hard for people to change?
"After a heart attack, how many of you will adhere to a healthy lifestyle: eat right, exercise
regularly, and stop smoking?" You might be shocked "Twenty per cent! Or, to put it another
way, one in five. Four out of five of you will not change to save your lives!"

With your support ShortSearch is planning to develop AI Framework Based
On 7 Layers Human Evolution Model as Constructive Lifestyle Change Tool
to support and help children, teenagers and adults to change by baby steps of
AI coaching and protecting your privacy.
This is how ShortSearch might be able to support you and your family for challenging journey
regarding Constructive Lifestyle Change:
If and when over 50% of world population become convinced that the Lifestyle Change starts
from ourselves based on ShortSearch Constructive Change 7 Layers Model then we might have
very good chance to prevent existential threats to mother earth species.

Click this link if you want to donate and help this Project Development

MAPPING THE HUMAN BRAIN TO UNDERSTAND THE HUMAN MIND
The Human Connectome Project, the first of its kind, seeks to use this kind of leading-edge
technology to map the brain structure and its connectivity to superfine detail. Researchers hope
this kind of brain mapping will help scientists answer the question: How do parts of the brain
work together to produce human behaviors?
The project is a monumental undertaking. Backed by tens of millions of dollars, the project pulls
together some of the brightest minds from leading institutions, including Harvard University,
UCLA, Washington University, the University of Minnesota and the University of Oxford.
Using state-of-the-art imaging technology and borrowing the time of some 1,200 volunteers, the
researchers hope a map of the brain structure and its connectivity will lead them one step closer
to understanding how these neural highways influence individual human behavior, intelligence
and emotion.

Mother Earth Rights ShortSearch Ethical AI Framework 7 Layers
Human Evolution Model and 7 Subhuman Layers Devolution
Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection Point and
Beyond
Constructive Human Layer 7 Evolution and Beyond?
Immortal Superhumans by Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics
and Lifestyle Changing to match Mother Earth Rights + Human Layer 6
Our role model example for this layer that they Shine[4][5] their Light In
Darkness
In Memoriam of Dr. Ellsworth
Wareham, 104 Cardiothoracic
Surgeon Role Model of Cyrus
Marvasti Dr. who Was ‘Blue Zone’
pioneer and Vegan for over 60 years
Shine[4] His Light In Darkness
Dr. Ellsworth Wareham's longevity
and vitality attributed to his healthy
plant-based diet. During his medical
career, Wareham performed more
than 12,000 operations and continued
to assist and observe younger
surgeons until he was in his mid 90s.
Please Watch 100 year-old shares
secrets to long life CNN's chief
medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay
Gupta sits down with centenarian and
retired heart surgeon Ellsworth
Wareham for an enlightening
conversation.

Immortal Prof. Elie Wiesel
September 30, 1928 – July 2, 2016)
was a Romanian-born American writer,
professor, political activist, Nobel
laureate, and Holocaust survivor. He
authored 57 books, written mostly in
French and English, including Night, a
work based on his experiences as
a Jewish prisoner in
the Auschwitz and Buchenwald concent
ration camps.[4]
He was a professor of the humanities
at Boston University
He publicly condemned the
1915 Armenian Genocide and
remained a strong defender of human
rights during his lifetime.
Immortal Prof. Wiesel was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986.
The Norwegian Nobel
Committee called him a "messenger to
mankind"

Constructive Human Layer 6 Evolution?
Mother Earth Rights (UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF RIGHTS OF MOTHER EARTH )+ Human Layer
5 (5% of Human from Layer 1 and Layer 2 Reached This Layer)
We need to develop new index for this layer.

Happiness & Satisfaction with Life Index by Wikipedia [9]
This is an example of directly measuring happiness—asking people how happy they are—as an
alternative to traditional measures of policy success such as GDP or GNP. Some studies suggest
that happiness can be measured effectively.[4][5]
This Index, however, is not solely based on directly asking "how people feel", but also on its social
and economic development[citation needed].
The Happy Planet Index was used along with data from UNESCO on access to schooling, from
the WHO on life expectancy, and from the CIA on GDP per capita to perform a new analysis with
this data to come to a unique and novel set of results.[6] Specifically, the extent of correlation
between measures of poverty, health and education, and the variable of happiness.

Great American Sculptor Artist Paula B. Slater, M.A. Ph.D based on her
Constructive Lifestyle Change Story with high code of ethics and deeds is
one of our role model for this layer and Shine[4] Her Light In Darkness

“For me, the act of sculpting is like coming home. There is no fear, no right
or wrong, only pure joy. How incredibly blessed I feel to be endowed with
this creative gift and to be able to devote the rest of my life to it."
~ Paula B. Slater, M.A.
Source: https://paulaslater.com/about/biography/

Constructive Human Layer 5 Evolution?
Animal Rights (Pythagoras- The First Animal Rights Philosopher
)+ Human Layer 4
ShortSearch Constructive Lifestyle Change Leader Video Clip Evolution example is Dr.
Marianne Gee Ph.D Lifestyle Story Shine[4] Her Light In Darkness: Want to change the
world? Think like a bee. | Marianne Gee | TEDxKanata Source:
https://youtu.be/wyJp41VK6_k
Marianne Gee has been asking herself the same question for years: “How to save the
honeybees?” Marianne Gee worked as a Ph.D. epidemiologist and science policy advisor for
the federal government before finding her true calling as a beekeeper.

Constructive Human Layer 4 Evolution?
Oxford University: Human Rights Tracking Map & Human Rights Abuses Over Time Ref [8]

Human Rights [Cyrus the Great Leader of First Ethical Empire and Father of First
Declaration of Human Rights ] [ CYRUS THE GREAT AND THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH By Cyrus Kar with over 15 years research Shine Light for this layer ] +
Women Rights + Human Layer 3 Or Layer 2 Or Layer 1
Can we protect Human Rights, Women Rights, Gender Equality … without freedom of press?
Ref [8] Human rights describe moral norms or moral standards which are understood as
inalienable fundamental rights of every human person. Human rights encompass a wide
variety of rights, including but not limited to the right to a fair trial, protection of physical
integrity, protection against enslavement, the right to free speech, and the right to education.
The protection of human rights is certainly one of the most important aspects of development.
Nevertheless, it receives much less attention than other aspects. Protection of human rights is
absolutely essential to reduce conflicts and wars, it is not enough to count countries that ratify
human rights treaties; instead, the quantitative study of human rights aims to determine
whether or not certain human rights are protected in practice everywhere or not.

Constructive Human Layer 3 Evolution?
All branches of art, science, medicine, music, philosophy, and Technology, Fact Based with
logical reasoning are Key Attributes of This Layer
Thrive Movement by Foster Gamble who Shine His Light for this layer
THRIVE: What on Earth Will It Take? Now available to watch for FREE in 20+ languages!
An unconventional documentary that lifts the veil on what's REALLY ...
https://www.youtube.com/user/ThriveMovement

Ref [4] SCIENCE “Everything is Light” The Incredible interview with Nikola Tesla in 1899

Constructive Human Layer 2 Evolution?
Today 15% of Human are Unaffiliated, Nonreligious, Secular, Agnostic (Father of Agnostic
Thought Khayyam Open Forum [ Wiki Persian Scholar mathematician, astronomer and
Agnostic Poet Khayyam]) and Father of Atheist Thought Razi Open Forum (Persian
Scholar Razi (854–925 CE) (Physician, Chemist, Agnostic Philosopher, and important figure
in the history of medicine)
Key attributes for this layer Renaissance ( Father of Renaissance Italian Genius Engineer
and Painter Leonardo da Vinci ) , Gender Equality, Qualified Women are in Leadership
Positions …

Constructive Human Layer 1 Evolution?
85% of Human are religious and believe in one of the ancient religions, great Majority of
Mankind and their religions believed Earth was flat until 1500s. Most religions elevate the
status of men over women, have stricter sanctions against women, and require them to be
submissive. Religion's appeal to Human is that it offers security in an uncertain world and
promise of Heaven and satisfy human extreme greed attributes. The common patterns and
attributes of all religions were the women cannot become religious leaders even if they are
more educated than others. To simplify complexity of 1000 religions and religious cultures, I
have divided past 3000 years religions to three categories:
Category 1 Peaceful Religions That Can Be Reformed: More tolerance towards nonbeliever, could be reformed for gender equality, peaceful religions that are based on the
importance of Love, Good Thoughts, Good Words and Good Deeds more culturally rich with
peaceful celebrations. More educated people are attracted to this category of religion.
Category 2 Violent Religions Cannot Be Changed: Violent Religions that are using every
means for expanding by force, taxation of non-believer, using women as a slave or prize,
Institutionalized Gender Inequality, Institutionalized violence against women, girls and
children, Institutionalized violence and higher taxes for non-believer, girls education is low

priority, irrational with many conflicting thoughts attributes. Often in their celebrations kill
Animals based on arguments that their God created Mother Earth and all animals for them …
and they are enforcing strict dress code for women …
Destructive Subhuman Layer (0) Devolution?
Human Activities Deforestation, Environment Damage, Water. Air and
Soil Pollution. Climate Change, Nuclear Waste, Herbicides and
Pesticides with Irreversible damage attributes .. Greed, Stupidity and
Evil Devolution
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-1) Devolution?
Prolicide, Mass Killing of Species or Slaughter of Animals pushing
them towards extinction ...Greed, Stupidity and Evil Devolution
Example of Common Dominated Cruel Human Omnivore Culture patterns by great
majority of Human population towards domestic and wild animals (over 90% ) in past
1000s years :
1. Matt Damon Narrates the Story of Dolphin Slaughter in Japan Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzuSULcqgxQ
2. Protesters film slaughter of hundreds of whales in the Faroe Islands (Denmark)
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/24/protesters-film-slaughterhundreds-whales-faroe-islands
3. People in Denmark Killed Dolphins to Celebrate their Traditions
https://youtu.be/L_-O8kyviCQ
4. Official "Glass Walls" Video by Paul McCartney | PETA Apr 12, 2013
https://youtu.be/ql8xkSYvwJs
PETA Reveals Extreme Cruelty at Kosher Slaughterhouses
PETA Reveals The Cruelty Behind Muslim Ritual Slaughter
How Many Animals Are Killed for Food Every Day?

More than 200 million animals are killed for food around the world every day
– just on land. That comes out to 72 billion land animals killed for food
around the world every year. Including wild caught and farmed fishes, we
get a daily total closer to 3 billion animals killed.
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-2) Devolution
Factory Farms: Hell on Earth
Pigs, cows, chickens, fish, and other animals raised at factory farms experience
unimaginable cruelty. ... Mother pigs are crammed into small, filthy gestation crates.

Constricted by metal bars on all sides, they cannot lie down comfortably or even turn
around for nearly their entire lives.
What is Factory Farming? | Learn the Truth | FarmSanctuary.org
Learn how factory farming harms animals, the environment, and your health. See
what you can do to make a change. Start today! End Animal Cruelty. Saving Animals
since 1986. Farm Animal Rescue. Protecting All Animals. Visit the Sanctuary. Over
275 Acres to Roam.

Destructive Subhuman Layer (-3) Devolution
Cruelty to Animals and Toture
Throughout history, humans believed in a God-given right to treat nonhuman animals
with cruelty; however, some individuals, like Leonardo da Vinci for example, who once
purchased caged birds in order to set them free,[2][3] were concerned
PETA Animals Used in Education
Animals in Medical Research

Part of a series on
Animal rights
• Around the world
• Timeline
• Animal cruelty
• Veganism
• Primate rights
o in research
The Movement
• Advocates
o Vegans
• Groups
Aspects
• Censorship
• Killing
• Mutilation
• Wild animals
• Consumption
o Dogs
o Horses
o Cats

•

•
•
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o Cattle
Bloodsports
o Bullfighting
o Hunting
o Fishing
Animal testing
o Cosmetic
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Abolitionism
Animal protectionism
Carnism
Sentientism
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Destructive Subhuman Layer (-4) Devolution?

Violent Backward Cultural and Religious Believe System Against
Women and other Genders Evil Devolution?

Unfortunately, according to the United Nation’s Population Fund, 1 in 3 women have
experienced physical or sexualized violence in their lifetime. I was very surprised to find out
that gender-based-voilence is so high in USA Source https://www.unfpa.org/gender-basedviolence

Category 3 Violent Backward Cultural and Religious Believe System Against Women
and other Genders: Best Current Example Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is a practice
that involves altering or injuring the female genitalia for non-medical reasons, and it is
internationally recognized as a human rights violation. Globally, it is estimated that some 200
million girls and women alive today have undergone some form of FGM please visit UN site
for details https://www.unfpa.org/female-genital-mutilation
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), also known as Female Genital Cutting (FGC), is
practiced in 30 countries in western, eastern, and north-eastern Africa,] in parts of the Middle
East and Asia, and within some immigrant communities in Europe, North America and
Australia. Visit Source:
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prevalence_of_female_genital_mutilation
Female genital mutilation, is “an abhorrent human rights violation” still affecting women and
girls around the globe, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres stated in his message for the
International Day of Zero Tolerance for FGM.
What is FGM, where does it happen and why? BBC World Service

The FGM Cruelty against children is where Freedom of Religion OR Culture OR Tradition
arguments should be rejected. FGM is decried internationally for its cruelty. It is denounced by
the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) as a violation of basic human rights and a form
of child abuse. At its most basic, this practice is rooted in the desire to control a woman’s
sexuality. Physicians worldwide agree that FGM is medically unnecessary, and the procedure
poses physical, sexual, and psychological dangers for the young victims. These girls,
sometimes only a few days old, are subjected to an act that will have a profound negative
effect on their lives.

Destructive Subhuman Layer (-5) Devolution Characteristics and
Behaviors?
Genocide Virus Layer (-3) Evil Devolution is From Era
Before UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948) World
War I, World War II & Past 2500 Years

Brilliant Mind John Hopkins trained physician Prof. Ari Babaknia M.D. Book
“Humanity, NOT“ [3] with decades of research Shine His Light for Destructive
Subhuman Layer (-3) of 14 Layers Model
Please Watch Speech Overview About Holocaust by Dr. Ari Babaknia (15
Minutes) Youtube URL: https://youtu.be/z5WVw8YR9OA
Unfortunately, if today 7.8 Billion People of The World don’t Learn Lessons
from 75 Years ago Holocaust, then with very high probability and based on my
12 Layers AI Framework Model in Next 25 years instead of 6 Million Jews 6
billion people might be massacred.
The answer is in this challenging question:
What percentage of current 7.8 Billion People of The World are Human?
Reminding Historical Facts and Truth:
In the spirit of the Nobel Laureates Immortal Elie Wiesel “Massager of Mankind “
part of shameful history of Europe and in order not to repeat it again. Brilliant Mind John Hopkins
trained physician Prof. Ari Babaknia M.D. From his Book “Humanity, NOT “ [3], Page 250 stated
“During the Holocaust mankind was divided into just and unjust with no neutrality because the neutral
ones were guilty as accomplices, especially in the free countries like America, Switzerland or the
Vatican. Surely they were guilty by not helping, by not taking sides or by waiting.” We must remember
that: “What you don’t say carries weight”
Prof. Ari Babaknia M.D. From New Book “Humanity, NOT “ [3], Page 248 “INACTION, IF NOT
COMPLICITY The exploration of the analogies between the Armenian Genocide and the Holocaust
establishes several themes that are central to the moral lessons of Holocaust. For example, Hitler used
the excuse of the world’s indifference to Armenian suffering to silence his Cabinet opposition and as a
license to proceed at will with the destruction of Jews without the fear of permanent negative
consequences.” “The world that was silent yesterday, will remain silent tomorrow, unless we open our
eyes to someone else’s suffering.” This is new test case for free world leaders and media ….

Victims of Holocaust by Destructive Subhuman Layer (-3) Leadership

What is a virus and how does it work?
Viruses need a host, another living organism that gives them everything they need to work. Viruses
take any chance they can to find a host. They get inside the host's cells and take it over. Viruses use the
host cells machinery to make lots of copies, so many that the cell bursts and infects other cells around
it!

Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6) Devolution Characteristics and
Behaviors?
Genocide Virus and Cancer Layer (-6) Evil Devolution by Terror
/Torture Masters, Hostage Takers are from era After UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948)
List of genocides by death toll Before and After UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_genocides_by_death_toll

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was adopted by
the UN General Assembly on 10 December 1948, was the result of
the experience of the Second World War.
What is Genocide by Attorney Raphael Lemkin? Genocide is an
internationally recognized crime where acts are committed with the
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or
religious group. These acts fall into five categories:
1. Killing members of the group
2. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group
3. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated
to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part
4. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group
5. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group
There are a number of other serious, violent crimes that do not fall
under the specific definition of genocide. They include crimes
against humanity, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and mass killing.
Genocide as an International Crime:
On December 9, 1948, the United Nations approved a written
international agreement known as the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This convention
established genocide as an international crime, which signatory
nations “undertake to prevent and punish.” Preventing genocide, the
other major obligation of the convention, remains a challenge that
nations, institutions, and individuals continue to face.
Source: https://www.ushmm.org/genocide-prevention/learn-aboutgenocide-and-other-mass-atrocities/what-is-genocide
What is silent complicity?
Beneficial complicity — when Governments, Medias, Political Parties,
or Companies benefits from human rights abuses even if it did not
positively assist or cause them. Silent complicity — when the people
in power is silent or inactive in the face of systematic or continuous
human rights abuse.

Latest Example Khamenei Genocide in Iran, Assad in Syria. Free
World Governments and Media are guilty of silence, inaction and
complicity.
Latest Examples ISIS Genocide in Iraq & Syria and there were
countries and groups provided financial support for them …

Victims of Terror Masters by World Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6)
Leadership Shine A Light for This Layer

Best Example of Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6) Devolution Victims Are
Secular Fearless Lionesses Brave Leaders of Free Iran Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow Poster?

ActivistChat 2012 Pillars Of Wisdom, and Virtue Guideline Framework and
Vision Of Future Direction Educating Public by Shine A Light How to
Prevent OR Reverse OR Transition from This Destructive Layer to
Constructive Change Layers

For Details Regarding Layer (-6) See Appendix I

Lifestyle and Food Addiction:
Renowned Prof. Bart Hoebel, a Princeton professor of psychology and the Princeton
Neuroscience Institute who became internationally known for his research on food addiction and
other addictions... Prof. Hoebel’s interest in understanding how the brain rewards behavior
encompassed a breadth of research and led to discoveries in the areas of eating disorders and
obesity, addiction, alcohol consumption and depression. Prof. Bart Hoebel pioneered studies into
the mental rewards of eating, and his research on sugar addiction in rats generated worldwide
attention for its possible public health applications. Based on what I have learned from Immortal
Prof. Bart Hoebel lifetime research and my own research regarding ShortSearch Constructive
Change, I have come to conclusion that great Majority of Mankind become addicted to food,
some kind of behavior or certain lifestyle or culture starting from childhood therefore
ShortSearch Constructive or Destructive Change is not an easy task for great majority of people
in the world less than 10% of people are open to Change.

Based on Physicist Stephen Hawking #StephenHawking “Pollution, Greed and Stupidity are the
Greatest Threats to Earth." “humans must colonize another planet in 100 years or face
extinction” and 1000s of other scientists also predicted existential threats to Mother Earth. An
event that could cause human extinction or permanently and drastically curtail humanity's
potential is known as an existential risk. Human may not overcome existential threats unless
great majority of Human decides to change lifestyle drastically and use all technological means
and resources to clean up past 100 years Air, Water, and Soil pollution. As #StephenHawking

“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change” ShortSearch is recommending Constructive
Lifestyle Change and planning to provide AI tool to help children and adults for this journey.
Based on ShortSearch Innovations Lab 14 Layers Ethical AI Framework Model working draft
findings as it has been shown in the different diagrams and posters if today great majority of 7.8
Billion People of The World are indifferent and do not Learn Lessons from past 75 Years ago
Holocaust, and other genocide in different part of world then with very high probability and
based on current ShortSearch 14 Layers AI Framework Model in Next 25 years instead of 6
Million Jews in Europe 6 billion people might be killed as a results of many different future
conflicts, unless different Non-profit foundations are allocating resources to develop Ethical AI
for all ages education and coaching ...
Since ShortSearch Constructive Lifestyle Change is not an easy task for anyone therefore as a
first step ShortSearch is proposing open discussion regarding Mother Earth Rights, ShortSearch
AI Framework 7 Layers Human Evolution Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection
Point and beyond in the social media.
To navigate, monitor and help individual legacy to become proud citizen of Mother Earth based
on Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics, ShortSearch is developing AI 7
Layers Tool to make extreme complex problem easier for children, teenagers and adults to
follow Constructive Lifestyle Change journey to Layer 7 based on individual toleration level.
Cyrus Marvasti
ShortSearch.com

Click this link if you want to donate and help this Project Development
02/18/2020
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Appendix A
Our @ActivistChat and @ShortSearch Education Project
Solution for Destructive Subhuman Layer (0) to Layer (-4)
Project Phase 1- Creating Historical Virtual Museum of Subhuman
Devolution 7 negative Layers Injustice Against Women, Children,
Genocide, Gender Inequality & Mother Earth Layer (0) to Layer (-4) for
educating public.
Project Phase 2- Develop AI Mobile App to educate and provide training
guidance to prevent children and adults to fall in five subhuman layers
traps.
Project Phase 3- After this concept becomes more mature by public
Funding to Construct New Museum regarding Destructive Subhuman
Layers (0) to Layer (-6) for educating future generation to avoid greed and
stupidity traps.
Our @ActivistChat and @ShortSearch Education Project
Solution for Constructive Lifestyle Change Human Layer (1)
to Layer (7)
Project Phase 1- Creating Future Virtual Museum for Human Challenges of
Constructive Lifestyle Change by accepting Mother Earth Rights and Ascending Human
7 Layers Evolution in Next 10 years based on Upward Spiral Constructive Change
Model.

Project Phase 2 - Develop AI Mobile App to educate and provide training guidance
to help children and adults navigate Constructive Lifestyle Change transitioning from
one layer to another in 7 layers model.

Project Phase 3 After this concept becomes more mature by public Funding to
Construct New Museum regarding Constructive Lifestyle Change from Layer (1) to
Layer (7)

Examples of virtual museums that could be used as a prototype or
integrated with are as follows:

Appendix B
About the Museum — United States Holocaust Memorial ...
https://www.ushmm.org › information › about-the-museum

1.

▶ 8:32

Aug 18, 2009 - Uploaded by United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Federal support guarantees the MUSEUM'S permanent place on the National Mall, and .... Our
website, the ...

EXAMPLES OF VIRTUAL MUSEUM TOURS

12 World-Class Museums You Can Visit Online | Mental Floss
https://www.mentalfloss.com › article › 12-world-class-museums-you-can-visit-online

▶ 1:06

Feb 19, 2016
While it's hard to beat the experience of seeing a seminal piece of fine art or
important HISTORICAL artifact with ...

Natural History — Google Arts & Culture
https://artsandculture.google.com › project › natural-history

▶

Sep 12, 2016
American MUSEUM of Natural HISTORY. MUSEUM für ... ONLINE Exhibit ... Let
Natural HISTORY MUSEUM experts ... https://artsandculture.google.com/project/natural-history

A Virtual Field Trip to the Smithsonian's National Museum of ...
https://www.scholastic.com › teachers › videos › teaching-content › virtual-field-trip-sm...

▶

Dec 10, 2014
Visit the Smithsonian's National MUSEUM of American HISTORY with MUSEUM curators and
David Baldacci ...https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/videos/teaching-content/virtual-field-tripsmithsonians-national-museum-american-history-decoding-history-39-clues/

Bucky Fuller, 1983[4] “I AM NOW CLOSE TO 88 and I am confident that the only thing
important about me is that I am an average healthy human. I am also a living case
history of a thoroughly documented, half-century, search-and-research project designed
to discover what, if anything, an unknown, moneyless individual, with a dependent wife
and newborn child, might be able to do effectively on behalf of all humanity that could
not be accomplished by great nations, great religions or private enterprise, no matter
how rich or powerfully armed.”

Appendix C
Constructive Human Layer 6 Evolution Poster Draft 1 Prototype?

Appendix D
Constructive Human Layers 1 to 7 Evolution Poster Draft 1 Prototype My
past 3000 Thoughts Leaders ?

Appendix E
Poster Selected Genius Constructive Change Physicians Of 3000 Years
Prevent/Delay Metabolic Syndrome & Cancer Philanthropy

Prevent/Delay Metabolic Syndrome & Cancer Philanthropy
Advocating and promoting these Brilliant Physicians as My Medicine Thought
Leaders that Influenced My Lifestyle Change transition from Vegetarian in 2014 to
Healthy Veganism
FYI Despite the fact that ShortSearch & Cyrus Marvasti Brand is advocating the Non-Political
Philanthropist Constructive Lifestyle Change, we have created the following petition in 2016
to increase public awareness for benefiting the entire U.S. population “ U.S. Presidential Election
2016: How do you plan to improve Life Expectancy from 26th position?”
Source: http://chng.it/KgLPr92MXr

Appendix F
Technology Philanthropy:
My Technologist Philanthropic Thought Process, long term goals and Judgement as Software
Architect, and Constructive Change Leader is simplified as shown below in one Graphical
Abstract Summary poster for details please visit following URL:
http://shortsearch.com/pharmanex/MyProfileAndThoughtProcess20092019.pdf

Appendix G
Poster Advocating Healthy Constructive Lifestyle Change
at Strategic Inflection Point of Life:
As shown below in one Graphical Abstract Summary poster for details please visit following
URL: http://shortsearch.com/pharmanex/MyProfileAndThoughtProcess20092019.pdf

Appendix H
Poster Environmental Philanthropy in Memory of
Immortal Prof. Stephen Hawking (8 January 1942 – 14 March 2018)
As shown below in one Graphical Abstract Summary poster for details please visit following
URL: http://activistchat.com/images/nowruz7018/nowruz7018.pdf

Appendix I
Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6) Devolution Victims Are Secular Fearless
Lionesses Brave Leaders of Free Iran Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow Poster?

Destructive Subhuman Layer (-6) Devolution Characteristics and
Behaviors?
Genocide Virus and Cancer Layer (-4) Evil Devolution by Terror
/Torture Masters, Hostage Takers are from era After UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948)
List of genocides by death toll Before and After UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_genocides_by_death_toll

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was adopted by
the UN General Assembly on 10 December 1948, was the result of
the experience of the Second World War.
What is Genocide by Attorney Raphael Lemkin? Genocide is an
internationally recognized crime where acts are committed with the
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or
religious group. These acts fall into five categories:

1. Killing members of the group
2. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group
3. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated
to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part
4. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group
5. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group
There are a number of other serious, violent crimes that do not fall
under the specific definition of genocide. They include crimes
against humanity, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and mass killing.
Genocide as an International Crime:
On December 9, 1948, the United Nations approved a written
international agreement known as the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This convention
established genocide as an international crime, which signatory
nations “undertake to prevent and punish.” Preventing genocide, the
other major obligation of the convention, remains a challenge that
nations, institutions, and individuals continue to face.
Source: https://www.ushmm.org/genocide-prevention/learn-aboutgenocide-and-other-mass-atrocities/what-is-genocide
What is silent complicity?
Beneficial complicity — when Governments, Medias, Political Parties,
or Companies benefits from human rights abuses even if it did not
positively assist or cause them. Silent complicity — when the people
in power is silent or inactive in the face of systematic or continuous
human rights abuse.
Latest Example Khamenei Genocide in Iran, Assad in Syria. Free
World Governments and Media are guilty of silence, inaction and
complicity.
Latest Examples ISIS Genocide in Iraq & Syria and there were
countries and groups provided financial support for them …

Victims of Terror Masters by World Destructive Subhuman Layer (-4)
Leadership Shine A Light for This Layer

Children of Syria As Victims of Civil War:

Most Recent Victims of Destructive Subhuman
Layer (-4) Evil Ayatollah Leadership Decision :
Regime in Iran admits it fired two missiles at Ukrainian
passenger jet https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/21/iran-admits-it-fired-twomissiles-at-ukrainian-passenger-jet

ActivistChat 2012 Pillars Of Wisdom, and Virtue
Guideline Framework and Vision Of Future Direction
Educating Public by Shine A Light How to Prevent
OR Reverse OR Transition from This Destructive
Layer to Constructive Change Layers

Appendix K

Are all of people humans?
by Alexander Roumega 2011 2018

After completing this, while searching Google I have accidentally come across following article
that divided people of world to the following 6 categories. Whether we agree with these
categories defined by Alexander Roumega ( Source:
https://alexander.rumega.name/en/prose/2feet.shtml ) or what I have defined as part of
ShortSearch AI Framework 7 Layers Human Evolution Model and 5 Subhuman Layers of
Devolution Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection Point and Beyond, the people
of the world are facing huge challenges of Wars, Genocide, Climate Change, and existential
threats that might destroy all species in Mother Earth within next 100 years unless major
constructive change based on Code of Ethics at all levels of different countries will happen in
parallel, economic growth without code of ethics growth might create disaster beyond what we
have experienced in past 3000 years history of mankind.
Can ShortSearch AI Framework 14 Layers Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection
Point and Beyond right working draft innovative solution and proposal for next 100 years?
Inhumans
Subhumans
Midhumans

This is the most common type.
Generally, midhumans want to live as people and nothing else. They do
not show such spite and cruelty as Inhumans show and rarer lie. But
exploits, self-sacrifice and asceticism are not expected from them (at
normal conditions)
Humans

“Their percentage varies from 0.05 % to 3 – 5 % in the different places.”
Superhumans

The percentage of superhumans is of the order 0.001 % – 0.3 %.
God-humans

Not more than several thousands God-humans live now on whole Earth.
“Humans don’t constitute a majority of wide society or even significant social group. Their
percentage varies from 0.05 % to 3 – 5 % in the different places. And just in intentional
communities (ecovillages, ashrams, cloisters, skits, kibbutzim etc) human and superhuman
percentage may be much higher. But this is not always and not in all of intentional communities.
Superhuman possess all merits and abilities of humans, and also they possess, in a varying
degree, superabilities. As a rule, superhuman can recognize two-legged beings by a personality
structure (at least, he can distinguish humans and midhumans from subhumans and inhumans).
Source: https://alexander.rumega.name/en/prose/2feet.shtml “

Appendix J
Mother Earth Philanthropist Cyrus Marvasti

Mother Earth Philanthropist Cyrus Marvasti Naturalist, Technologists, Strategists,
Software Architect & Engineer is supporter of Mother Earth Rights .....Planting
Trees as Hobby ... and Student of Genius Ethical Constructive Change Thought
Leaders Of past 3000 Years...

Click this link Or Image Icon, if you want to Donate and help Fund
Different Humanitarian Causes or Microfunding Projects Based on
Your Priority & Interest

